(We are formerly known as BestFakeDoctorNotes.com)

All of our notes:





Work in all states and can be customized to any location.
Can be set up with our Call Back Verification.
Are modeled after real notes.
Can be cut and pasted from to make your own custom notes.

Our product is a one-time non recurring charge.
Our notes contain elements that can be cut and pasted, allowing you to make your own custom note.

All of the following notes are included in our package:
Hospital Release Form

This premium form is an authentic replica of a hospital release form, with many

customizable fields including the patient's vital statistics, patient instructions, and follow-up instructions. It's useful for
general illnesses and injuries, demonstrating the seriousness of your condition by listing the hospital visit as well as the
additional measures necessary to treat the illness. Additional features that make this form especially successful include a
color hospital photograph and a bar code.

Oncology (Cancer Doc) Form

This remarkable form gives no details about your condition, but is printed with
the easily customizable name and information of a medical oncology and hematology (cancer) clinic. It will convince any
viewer that your medical condition is extremely serious. Adding to the note's premium authenticity are several features:
multiple bar codes, a partially-colored background and revision numbers for the form itself.

County Medical ER Discharge Forms

Verify your visit to the emergency room with this two-page ER discharge

form that can be customized in any way you like with your personal information as well as checkboxes for the doctor's
recommendations. The form mentions serious illnesses and injuries such as diabetes and head injuries, and discusses
potential prescriptions and medical follow-ups. The form also contains particularly strong and realistic security features,
including multiple bar codes, a hospital I.D. card imprint, multiple signature fields and a place for a witness to sign.

The Universal Doctor's Note

The authenticity of this customizable form is unparalleled, making it useful for just
about any situation in which "medical complications" may occur. It features a section with check boxes for physical
restrictions, a bar code, and color logo and background treatments. A surprising feature that makes the page truly
powerful is that the page contains a doctor's personal stamp, stamped crookedly and very realistically in the corner.

Pregnancy Verification Note

This simple and partially bilingual form (English/Spanish) confirms the estimated

date of conception, the expected delivery date, and the number of fetuses. It's easy to customize the form's title and
other text. A bar code with a patient ID number helps the page appear genuine, and the use of two languages makes it
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useful in multilingual workplaces. You'll find that this form's simplicity is a bonus; it's clear and straightforward, and
usable by most women between the ages of 18 and 50.

Absence Report

A unique layout and design with Christian references makes this a superior form, ideal for general
illnesses. The note's design includes realistic touches such as colored fields for personal information and activity
limitations, a high-quality two-color logo, a watermark, a red serial number and a genuine Data Matrix bar code.

Bonus Note

A spilled coffee ring and a doctor's rubber stamp make this premium post-accident form appear

completely legitimate and authentic. It addresses the employer directly with checkboxes marking allowed work status
including light duty requirements. The note provides a reliable excuse to rest after an accident or any other situation
requiring either time off or limited duties.

Cardiology Note

This note works fantastic for chest pains and other non-visual ailments. It has a exceptional logo

and contains a unique restrictions field that makes it look very professional and not "homemade". Contains exclusive
checkboxes and a "Doc Id" area at the bottom to give it a very genuine medical feel. A must see.

Children's Clinic Letter

If you have children, this is the note for you. This is a letter format note, meaning that its

written like a letter from a medical facility. It's fairly basic in its looks: contains a header, footer, and body copy that
excuses a parent for a child's doctor's appointment (future or past appt). Simple yet powerful.

Chiropractic Note

This note has a super-legitimate looking logo and watermark. It contains checkboxes for specific

ailments, along with a field where additional restrictions/issues can be listed. One of our first notes, it has proven itself
to work for dozens of people.

Classic Doctor's Note

This note was our very first. It is quite plain-looking, yet has been utilized by many of our

customers as many prefer a simplified, basic looking note. It works great for smaller rural towns, but also can work for
old-school metropolitan offices. Very general -- allowing it to be used and customized for many types of family practice
type clinics. Update: We've updated this note and it looks fantastic. New description coming soon.

Dentist's Note

Much like our classic doctor's note (above), this note is rather simple. It is a small note that contains

a dentist's logo as a watermark. Its rather perfect in its simplicity in that it has no elements to make it look unrealistic.
Dentists require you visit every 6 months, making this note perfect for frequent absences.

Dermatology Note

This note contains a gorgeous, modern-looking logo that exudes realism and legitimacy. Use

for private skin related issues. Contains several checkboxes for dermatological restrictions.

ENT (Ear, Nose, Throat) Note

This note is incredibly unique in its design. It appears as something that could

never be made at home. Contains two logos, including a watermark and a stamp. Also includes a barcode and a very
inimitable, sophisticated design.

Emergency Room Visit Release Form

This is an extremely simple document created to show that an

individual was in an emergency room and they can return back to work. Although simple in its appearance, it creates a
very authoritative effect.

Emergency Room Visit Release Form #2

This serves the same purpose as the note above, but includes

much more aesthetic details, such as a bar code, different areas to fill in the name, and arrival date and time. Visually
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this note contains many more particulars than the note above, but we've designed two different versions because some
customers prefer detailed notes, while others prefer more simplified documents. The overall graphic design of this note
is quite sophisticated and exudes officiality.

Eye Doctor Note

Like the dentist note, the eye doctor is a proven and trusted note to use for routine checkups.

This note contains a very modern, slick-looking logo and a watermark.

General Clinic Letter

Much like our Children's Clinic Letter, this is a letter based doctor's note. Contains a

detailed, contemporary letterhead and footer and some brief body-text that explains that an individual has been seen,
along with their restrictions.

Gynecologist Note

Due to its rather personal nature, this note works fantastic as it deals with a private issue -meaning it won't get questioned. T his note has been recently redesigned and looks fantastic. Contains an artistic logo
and large restrictions area. Contains other details such as doc ID number and unmatched design elements.

Health Services Letter

This is another letter based note that appears to be from a "Health Services" company,

allowing it be for a broad range of general medical facilities -- such as family practice, general surgery, or larger
establishments that contain a large array of medical services.

Hospital Printout Note

This is much like our emergency room forms (above) but titled slightly different. Can be

used for longer period of absenteeism to appear as if you were in the hospital for a long period of time. This note is
amazing and is one of our newer notes. It contains fantastic, realistic-looking photographs at the top along with other
details such as a patient ID barcode. A must see.

Medical Excuse Slip

This is a "medical excuse" slip that appears to be from a pad of paper from a pain clinic. Has

a prescription pad appearance and a medical logo in the corner, along with other unique design elements such as a small
logo and numbering in the corner.

Mental Health Letter

Nothing works better than mental health issues for missing work or school. These issues

are not visible ailments, and create great sympatric responses from the recipients. Another "letter-style" note, this note
contains a brief message from a psychologist stating that an individual has missed work. Includes authentic looking
letterhead and footer.

Mental Health Note

This is more of a 'note' format of the mental health doctor's excuse. Rather basic in its

appearance, it is one of our originals and has proven itself to work remarkably. Contains an attractive logo and other
aesthetic details that are not seen in any of our other notes.

Oral Surgery Note

This is an unfailing, much-used note that works as a perfect 'further care' supplement to a

dentist’s appointment. Contains a fantastic logo and watermarks.

Podiatrist (Foot Doctor) Note
Pregnancy Letter

A rather basic note from a podiatrist. Adorned with an amazing looking logo.

This note (in letter format) is from a pregnancy center and states the estimated conception

date, estimated date of delivery, and other specific information. We modeled this after a note a customer provided to
us.
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Pulmonologists Letter

This is another specialist letter from a pulmonologist (lung) doctor who treats respiratory

functions. This note works well for coughs and jobs that expose a person to dust, smoke, etc.

Return to Work Note

Although all of our notes are commonly used for returning to work, this is a note that was

one of our originals and we simply have titled it that way. It is designed to be from a general medical center, such as a
family practice or internal medicine doctor. Contains a medical watermark and no logo so it can be tailored to appear
from any clinic.

School / Work Release

- This is a very unique looking form that was made within a 3rd party program -- so it

appears to be made with extreme professionalism -- meaning you can hand it in with an extra piece of confidence. It
does not say a healthcare facility on it, so it can be tailored to appear to be from any type of medical facility.

Urology Note

If you take frequent bathroom breaks , this note will work fantastic for you. Much like the

Gynecologist note, it is a specialist note that deals with very personal issues, making it a note that will often be placed in
a drawer and never looked at again.

Work School Excuse

This note was given to us by a customer. The clinic name and other info was of course

changed. Like many of our other notes, it's a rather generic note that can appear to be from a general , more corporate
clinic / medical facility.

Additional Notes
Abortion Note

This is an extremely detailed print-out that explains that an abortion was performed. Contains a

large amount of wording that deals with this topic.

Comparative Note

Many doctors write notes on notepads that are provided by drug companies. In this

document, we compare two notes -- a real note that was submitted to us, and our own version that we made to copy it.
The note is a 'return to work/ school certificate ' that was provided by a drug company.

Funeral Pamphlet

This isn't a medical related note, but instead a fake funeral pamphlet that makes it appear that

an individual was at a funeral. Contains a picture of the deceased, a poem, and other realistic details.

Handwritten Note

This is a handwritten note written on a notepad from a drug company. Simply fill in the date

and name. Contains signature.

Jury Duty Notice

Like the funeral pamphlet, this isn't a medical related document but an additional document

that may aid in your absenteeism. Modeled exactly after state jury summons forms.

Prescription Style Note

A large amount of physicians simply write doctor's excuses on a prescription pad. This is

that note. Looks exactly like a prescription form. Warning: Signing and submitting a prescription is a felony.

General Consent Form

This form works fantastic as a supplemental piece of documentation when handing in

your doctor's notes. Contains a large amount of wording, a bar code, and other design elements that gives it a massive
appearance of legitimacy.
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Awesome E.R. Visit Note

This thorough ER Intake form is over 3 pages long and contains a large amount of

details that can be hand-filled in. Works as a perfect supplementary piece to make any note look much more believable.

We also provide a few surprise bonus materials. Download your notes today!

Click Here to See a Photo of Some (Not All) Of Our Notes...
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